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About This Game

Do you want to test your SKILLS and your REFLEXES?
If the answer is YES, this is the right game for you! Cursor Challenge!

In this game your cursor will face a variety of increasing difficulties ... until the last mode. The IMPOSSIBLE CURSOR
CHALLENGE!

Legends say neither the developer of the game won that level. Do you think you can do better?

FEATURES:
- your cursor!

- 9 different modes
- about 200 levels

- 6 endless challenges
- COOPERATIVE mode on the same screen!

WE DARE YOU!!!
The developer is so sure no one can win the last level that if someone manages to do it and will post the video of the play on the

facebook page of the game, its name will be written forever on the HALL OF FAME of the game in the initial menu!
Good luck brave cursor!

(You can find our smartphone version "Finger Challenge" on the smartphone stores)
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cursor challenge. cursor challenge jeux. cursor challenge crack. cursor challenge squeezie. cursor challenge free. cursor
challenge download. cursor challenge jeu. cursor challenge gratuit. cursor challenge game. cursor challenge jouer

A good game but you should win more coins when gambling. Great game
Instincts
Brain excersise
Fun. fast and fun! good!
This game is hard, but it is good to improve own skills for aim in FPS.. dont bother with this cheap game, it has a in game
currency that makes the game unplayable and each mode has 1 level unlocked then you need to use this hard to obtain currency
to unlock it. save your small amount of money and buy a burger or something.. fast and fun! good!
This game is hard, but it is good to improve own skills for aim in FPS.
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This game man... a good challenge, but it gets frustrating after some time (it is really hard!). Most boring game ive ever played.
Ive had more fun on \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing roblox.. Insanely fun! Highly Addictive. Proves what you can do from just
a simple paint software and unity.. This game man... a good challenge, but it gets frustrating after some time (it is really hard!).
dont bother with this cheap game, it has a in game currency that makes the game unplayable and each mode has 1 level unlocked
then you need to use this hard to obtain currency to unlock it. save your small amount of money and buy a burger or something.
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